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For introductory and intermediate courses on Visual Basic programming offered in departments of Computer Science, CIS, MIS, IT, Business, Engineering, and Continuing Education.  Teach Visual Basic .NET programming from the ground up! The introduction of Microsoft's .NET Framework marks the beginning of major revisions to all of Microsoft's programming languages. This book provides a comprehensive introduction to the latest version of Visual Basic--Visual Basic .NET--which features extensive updates and increased functionality. Visual Basic .NET How to Program covers introductory programming techniques as well as more advanced topics, featuring enhanced treatment of developing Web-based applications.
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Communication, Interpreting and Language in Wartime: Historical and Contemporary Perspectives (Palgrave Studies in Languages at War)Palgrave Macmillan, 2019

	
		This edited book provides a multi-disciplinary approach to the topics of translation and cross-cultural communication in times of war and conflict. It examines the historical and contemporary experiences of interpreters in war and in war crimes trials, as well as considering policy issues in communication difficulties in war-related...
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E-Ffective Writing for E-Learning Environments (Cases on Information Technology)Information Science Publishing, 2003
E-ffective Writing for E-Learning Environments integrates research and practice in user-centered design and learning design for instructors in post-secondary institutions and learning organizations who are developing e-learning resources. The book is intended as a development guide for experts in areas other than instructional or...
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Tissue-Specific Estrogen Action: Novel Mechanisms, Novel Ligands, Novel TherapiesSpringer, 2007

	Current molecular understanding of estrogen action has greatly profited from advances in molecular cell biology. These advances, and their implications for clinical use, were discussed by leading researchers from industry and academia during an international symposium held in Berlin, 1-3 March 2006 and are featured in this volume.
...
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Aiaa Aerospace Design Engineers Guide (Library of Flight Series)American Institute of Aeronautics, 2003
If you have to choose what goes in your briefcase, choose this over your address book! -- Guy L. Gettle, JoyVer, Inc.     

       An indispensable reference for aerospace designers, analysts and students.
    This fifth revised and enlarged edition of this classic, indispensable, and practical guide provides a condensed...
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ASP.NET CookbookO'Reilly, 2004
This new book provides a wealth of solutions to problems  commonly encountered when developing ASP.NET web  applications in the popular problem-solution-discussion   Cookbook  format. For every problem, there's a worked-out  solution or recipe a short, focused piece of code that web  developers can insert directly into their applications. This...
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Build Better Chatbots: A Complete Guide to Getting Started with ChatbotsApress, 2017

	
		Learn best practices for building bots by focusing on the technological implementation and UX in this practical book. You will cover key topics such as setting up a development environment for creating chatbots for multiple channels (Facebook Messenger, Skype, and KiK); building a chatbot (design to implementation); integrating to...
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